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Abstract We have recently presented band-selective

homonuclear cross-polarization (BSH-CP) as an efficient

method for CO–CA transfer in deuterated as well as pro-

tonated solid proteins. Here we show how the BSH-CP

CO–CA transfer block can be incorporated in a set of three-

dimensional (3D) solid-state NMR (ssNMR) pulse schemes

tailored for resonance assignment of proteins at high static

magnetic fields and moderate magic-angle spinning rates.

Due to the achieved excellent transfer efficiency of 33 %

for BSH-CP, a complete set of 3D spectra needed for

unambiguous resonance assignment could be rapidly

recorded within 1 week for the model protein ubiquitin.

Thus we expect that BSH-CP could replace the typically

used CO–CA transfer schemes in well-established 3D

ssNMR approaches for resonance assignment of solid

biomolecules.
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Introduction

Magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR (ssNMR)

has evolved in the past decade into a powerful technique to

determine structure and dynamics of insoluble proteins

(Goldbourt 2013; Knight et al. 2012; Sengupta et al. 2012)

and protein complexes (Mainz et al. 2013), such as amyloid

fibrils (Tycko 2011; Wasmer et al. 2008), membrane pro-

teins (Hong et al. 2012; Ullrich et al. 2011) and oligomeric

assemblies (Jehle et al. 2010; Loquet et al. 2012). This

became possible in part due to the availability of higher

external magnetic fields and the development of two-

dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) homonuclear

and heteronuclear correlation experiments.

The sequential resonance assignment is the basis of all

further ssNMR spectroscopic studies (Pauli et al. 2001;

Schuetz et al. 2010; Shi et al. 2009; Sperling et al. 2010).

An important step was the development of efficient
15N–13C SPECIFIC-CP transfer which is widely used today

(Baldus et al. 1998). Another crucial part in many protein

sequential assignment schemes is the magnetization trans-

fer between CO and CA nuclei. Here, a number of recou-

pling techniques have been employed so far, with the most

widely used methods being proton-driven spin diffusion

(PDSD) (Dusold and Sebald 2000), DARR/RAD (Mor-

combe et al. 2004; Takegoshi et al. 2001), MIRROR

(Scholz et al. 2008) and DREAM (Verel et al. 2001). At

stronger external magnetic fields, higher MAS frequencies

are preferable for efficient CSA suppression to minimize

spinning sidebands. Under these conditions (high field of

700–900 MHz, moderate MAS rate *20 kHz), PDSD,

DARR and MIRROR become less efficient due to an

increased Zeeman energy difference and better averaging

of dipolar couplings. The DREAM scheme works well

when the spinning rate considerably exceeds the isotropic
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chemical shift difference of CO and CA spins (Laage et al.

2008; Vijayan et al. 2009), and thus it is more suitable for

small rotor sizes with small active sample volume, which

may not be favorable if enough sample is available to fill

larger rotors (e.g. 3.2 mm outer diameter) (Demers et al.

2011).

Recently, robust and efficient band-selective homonu-

clear (BSH) cross-polarization between CO and CA spins

was achieved by us in both highly deuterated (Chevelkov

et al. 2013a) and protonated protein samples (Chevelkov

et al. 2013b). The most efficient recoupling is achieved

when the sum of effective radio-frequency fields on CO

and CA resonances equals two times the spinning fre-

quency, yielding up to 50 % of magnetization transfer

efficiency in highly deuterated proteins and 33 % in pro-

tonated proteins. This compares very favorably to PDSD-

type experiments which are often applied. Furthermore,

different from the second-order PDSD/MIRROR phenom-

ena, BSH-CP employs a first-order recoupling effect and

undesired sequential or long-range magnetization transfers

are suppressed (Chevelkov et al. 2013b; Hodgkinson and

Emsley 1999).

Herein, we apply BSH-CP in a complete set of 3D

protein sequential resonance assignment experiments,

namely NCOCA, NCOCACB, and NCACO in addition to

standard 3D NCACB and CANCO experiments. Using a

set of the resulting five 3D spectra, reliable and unambig-

uous assignments can be obtained. Additionally, we discuss

results from a 3D N(co)CACB spectrum which could be

useful to assign larger proteins.

Results and discussion

Comparison of BSH-CP, MIRROR and DARR for CO–

CA transfer

Previously, we compared in detail the performance of

BSH-CP and PDSD CO–CA transfers in 1D and 2D

experiments (Chevelkov et al. 2013b). Here, we compared

the performance of BSH-CP with the performance of

MIRROR and DARR in NCOCX experiments. Figure 1

shows 1D 13C spectra obtained with BSH-CP NCOCA and

NCOCX experiments based on MIRROR recoupling. The

contact time of the BSH-CP step was 4.0 ms. The recou-

pling time for CO–CA transfer during MIRROR was

30 ms, which yields maximal CA signal. Panel b presents

the dependence of CO–CA transfer on the employed 1H

CW recoupling RF field in the NCOCX experiment based

on MIRROR and DARR recoupling. The maximum

transfer rate was achieved with a proton field strength of

16 kHz, which corresponds to the MIRROR, n = 2 con-

dition. The magnetization transfer efficiency at a proton RF

field strength of 21 kHz, which corresponds to DARR, was

extremely low at the given experimental conditions. The

CA amplitude in the BSH-CP NCOCA experiment is ca.

1.12 times higher than in the MIRROR NCOCX experi-

ment. Additionally, MIRROR is based on a second-order

recoupling effect and facilitates long range magnetization

transfers as well, which are not desirable in assignment

experiments. In contrast, BSH-CP employs a first-order

recoupling mechanism and unwanted sequential CO–CA

and CA–CA transfers are efficiently suppressed by dipolar

truncation.

Design of BSH-CP based 3D pulse schemes

The general pulse schemes for the collection of three-

dimensional (3D) NCOCA, NCOCACB and NCACO

spectra are presented in Fig. 2.

Initial 1H–15N magnetization transfer is achieved by

cross polarization at the n = 1 Hartmann–Hahn condition.

During the subsequent 15N indirect evolution period, a hard

180o pulse is applied on the carbon channel to refocus
15N–13C scalar couplings. Next, a double quantum (DQ)

SPECIFIC-CP step is used for the 15N–13C transfer (Baldus

et al. 1998; Vijayan et al. 2009), followed by 13C indirect

evolution where another hard 180� pulse is applied on the

nitrogen channel.

Fig. 1 a CA intensity after CO–CA transfer in BSH-CP based

NCOCA and MIRROR based NCOCX experiments as indicated in

the panels. The duration of the BSH-CP step was 4.0 ms, while the

MIRROR contact time was 30 ms with a 1H RF field strength set to

16 kHz. b CA signal after CO-CX magnetization transfer in a

MIRROR/DARR based NCOCX experiment as a function of the

applied 1H RF field strength. The contact time was 20 ms. Exper-

iments were recorded on a 850 MHz wide-bore spectrometer at an

MAS rate of 21 kHz
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Homonuclear polarization transfer between CO and CA

is achieved using the previously described BSH-CP trans-

fer. Due to the fact that the chemical shift variation in the

CO band is smaller than in the CA band, it is optimal to

apply the RF irradiation in the middle of the CA region in

order to avoid a too narrow banded transfer (see detailed

explanation in ref. (Chevelkov et al. 2013a)). The theo-

retical RF field amplitude xrf is given by:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X2 þ x2
rf

q

þ xrf ¼ 2xr ð1Þ

where X is the CO chemical shift offset and xr the spinning

frequency. For CO to CA magnetization transfer, the CO

magnetization is flipped to the effective field by a hard trim

pulse before BSH-CP (see Fig. 2 a, b). The flip angle h is

given by:

h ¼ 90� � arctan ðxrf =XÞ ð2Þ

For CA to CO magnetization transfer, a trim pulse is

applied after BSH-CP, in order to bring the CO

magnetization back to the transverse plane without

affecting the CA magnetization (Fig. 2c).

In the 2D version of the NCOCA experiment (Chevel-

kov et al. 2013b) (dimension 1: N; dimension 2: CO, CA) it

is important to maximize the CO signal by bringing it back

to the transversal plane before detection by means of a

second trim pulse after the BSH-CP part. In the 3D version

(dimension 1: N; dimension 2: CO; dimension 3: CA) the

CO signal is already recorded in the 2nd dimension.

Applying a trim pulse will thus only affect the diagonal N–

CO–CO peaks but not the real 3D N–CO–CA cross-peaks

of interest.

Homonuclear polarization transfer from CA to CB in the

NCOCACB experiment (see Fig. 2b), utilizes DREAM

recoupling (Verel et al. 2001). SPINAL-64 decoupling

(Fung et al. 2000) is applied on the proton channel during

direct and indirect isotropic chemical shift evolution peri-

ods, and WALTZ-64 decoupling (Shaka et al. 1983) is

applied on the nitrogen channel during detection to remove

heteronuclear couplings. Continuous wave decoupling is

applied on the proton channel during the SPECIFIC-CP,

BSH-CP and DREAM transfer steps, respectively.

Application to MPD-crystallized ubiquitin

and assignment strategy

As a first application of our 3D BSH-CP based experiments

to resonance assignment, 3D NCOCA, NCOCACB,

NCACO, and also standard 3D NCACB and CANCO

spectra of MPD-crystallized uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled

ubiquitin were recorded at 20 kHz MAS on an 800 MHz

standard-bore spectrometer. Due to the combined effect of

very efficient N–CO SPECIFIC-CP transfer at 20 kHz

MAS (compared to low MAS rates *11 kHz, see ref.

(Chevelkov et al. 2013b)) and the high CO–CA transfer

efficiency achieved using BSH-CP (33 %), the complete

set of five 3D spectra could be recorded in 1 week with 3 s

pre-scan delay (see Table 1) and the resulting spectra

exhibit excellent sensitivity and resolution. A sequential

walk along the backbone resonances can be easily obtained

from a combination of all of these five spectra. A strip-plot

showing the assignment procedure for a five-amino acid

stretch is presented in Fig. 3.

Inter-residue spin system resonances (Ni, CAi-1, CBi-1,

COi-1) could be determined from 3D NCOCA and NCO-

CACB spectra, while intra-residue spin system resonances

(Ni, CAi, CBi, COi) were obtained from 3D NCACO and

NCACB spectra. The assignment strategy is based on the

principle that cross-peaks in the 3D CANCO spectrum

correlate the resonance frequencies of three connected

spins, two of which were identified in the previous step,

and complemented by a new frequency of a further spin

system. This strategy works in principle in both directions.

Fig. 2 The general pulse sequences for a 3D NCOCA, b 3D

NCOCACB and c 3D NCACO correlation experiments based on

band-selective homonuclear (BSH) CP transfer between CO and CA

bands. Open, filled and striped bars represent hard 180�, 90� and trim

pulses, respectively. The pulse scheme for the 3D N(co)CACB

experiment which is a straightforward modification of the NCOCACB

experiment can be found in Figure S1 (Supporting Information)
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Table 1 Experimental parameters

Experiment NCOCA NCOCACB N(co)CACB NCACO NCACB CANCO

1H Larmor freq.

(MHz)

800 800 850 800 800 800

MAS rate (kHz) 20 20 21 20 20 20

Initial transfer H–N, CP H–N, CP H–N, CP H–N, CP H–N, CP H–C, CP

Field (kHz)-H 54.4 54.4 57.1 54.4 54.4 77.7

Field (kHz)-X 30.1 30.1 33.3 30.1 30.1 50.0

Shape ramp100–80 H ramp100–80 H ramp100–80 H ramp100–80 H ramp100–80 H ramp100–80 H
13C carrier (ppm) – – – – – 56.8

Time (ms) 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.19

Transfer 2 N–CO,

SPECIFIC-CP

N–CO,

SPECIFIC-CP

N–CO,

SPECIFIC-CP

N–CA,

SPECIFIC-CP

N–CA,

SPECIFIC-CP

CA–N,

SPECIFIC-CP

Field (kHz)-H 73.0 73.0 80.6 73.8 73.8 73.8

Field (kHz)-N 13.7 13.7 14.0 13.3 13.3 13.3

Field (kHz)-C 7.7 7.7 9.1 7.6 7.6 7.6

Shape ramp100–80 N ramp100–80 N ramp100–80 N ramp100–80 C ramp100–80 C ramp80–100 C
13C carrier (ppm) 176.8 176.8 176.8 56.8 56.8 56.8

Time (ms) 4.1 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.9

Transfer 3 CO–CA, BSH-CP CO–CA, BSH-CP CO–CA, BSH-CP CA-CO, BSH-CP CA-CB, DREAM N-CO,

SPECIFIC-CP

Trim pulse 3.45 ls/50 kHz 3.45 ls/50 kHz 3.0 ls/55.5 kHz – – –

Field (kHz)-H 75.5 75.5 80.6 75.5 73.8 73.0

Field (kHz)-N – – – – – 13.7

Field (kHz)-C 14.2 14.2 13.8 14.6 11.1 7.7

Shape ramp100–80 C ramp100–80 C ramp100–80 C ramp100–80 C ramp80–100 C ramp100–80 N
13C carrier (ppm) 56.8 56.8 57.2 56.8 56.8 176.8

Time (ms) 3.75 3.75 4.0 4.2 1.7 4.1

Trim pulse – – – 5 ls/50 kHz – –

Transfer 4 – CA-CB, DREAM CA-CB, DREAM – – –

Field (kHz)-H – 73.8 80.6 – – –

Field (kHz)-C – 11.1 10.6 – – –

Shape – ramp80–100 C ramp80–100 C – – –
13C carrier (ppm) – 56.8 40.0 – – –

Time (ms) – 1.7 1.7 – – –

t1 evolution N N N N N CA

Field (kHz)-H 78.2 78.2 80.6 78.2 78.2 78.2

180o pulse C C C C C N

Sweep width

(kHz)

3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.5 5.2

a.q. time (ms) 8.00 8.00 6.96 7.14 7.14 5.00

Increments 56 56 48 50 50 52

t2 evolution[a] CO CO CA CA CA N

Field (kHz)-H 78.2 78.2 80.6 78.2 78.2 78.2

180� pulse N N N N N C

Sweep width

(kHz)

2.8 2.8 5.5 5.2 5.2 3.5

a.q. time (ms) 5.71 5.71 5.03 5.00 5.00 7.14

Increments 32 32 56 52 52 50

Detection (t3) CO, CA CO, CA, CB CO, CA, CB CO, CA CA, CB CO

Field (kHz)-H 78.2 78.2 80.6 78.2 78.2 78.2
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All the assigned CA resonances could also be confirmed by

a 2D CA(N)COCA spectrum as introduced before (Che-

velkov et al. 2013b). A 3D version incorporating a nitrogen

chemical shift dimension, i.e. CANCOCA, similar to the

experiment presented in (Schuetz et al. 2010) would be

useful for applications to larger proteins.

Böckmann, Meier and coworkers described the efficient

correlation of well dispersed CA–CB pairs in N(co)CACB

and NCACB experiments (Habenstein et al. 2011; Schuetz

et al. 2010). We have therefore also performed a BSH-CP

version of the N(co)CACB experiment which is a

straightforward modification of the NCOCACB experiment

as depicted in Fig. 2b (see Table 1 for experimental details

and Figure S1 for the pulse scheme). A strip-plot illus-

trating the corresponding assignment procedure is pre-

sented in Fig. 4.

Almost all of the backbone resonances were assigned

from Q2 to V70 in the 3D spectra, and the chemical shifts

are presented in Supporting Table 1. Similar to previous

ssNMR investigations on PEG-precipitated ubiquitin (Sei-

del et al. 2005; Chevelkov et al. 2013b), peak doubling

could be observed for some regions in the MPD-crystal-

lized material studied here as well. The last six C-terminal

residues cannot be assigned due to dynamic disorder. In

previous studies of MPD-crystallized ubiquitin by ssNMR,

only a single set of resonances was reported (Igumenova

et al. 2004; Schubert et al. 2006). One of the reasons for

this may lie in the slightly different crystallization condi-

tions used. McDermott and coworkers utilized 60 % MPD,

20 mM citrate buffer, at pH 4.0–4.2. In contrast, we used

40 % MPD, 0.2 M CdCl2, at pH 6.5. Furthermore, we note

that some of the doubled resonances differ in intensity and

can only be observed in spectra with very high S/N.

In conclusion, we have recorded a complete set of high-

quality 3D spectra required for unambiguous resonance

assignment of the backbone resonances. Due to the

Table 1 continued

Experiment NCOCA NCOCACB N(co)CACB NCACO NCACB CANCO

Sweep width

(kHz)

59.5 59.5 64.1 59.5 59.5 59.5

a.q. time (ms) 8.94 7.98 7.94 8.94 8.94 8.94

Increments 1,064 950 1,018 1,064 1,064 1,064

Pre-scan delay (s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Number of scans 16 32 16 16 16 8

Measurement time

(h)

24.2 48.4 36.3 35.0 35.0 17.5

Fig. 3 Strip plot of different 3D

experiments showing the

sequential walk for the amino

acid stretch D58-I61.

NCOCACB spectra are

presented in red (positive

signals) and blue (negative

signals), CANCO spectra in

magenta, NCACO in orange

and NCACB in purple (positive

signals) and green (negative

signals). Solid lines represent

the assignments used in the

sequential walk
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excellent transfer efficiency provided by BSH-CP, the

complete set could be recorded in a short time frame with

high sensitivity and resolution.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

Uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled ubiquitin was expressed and

purified as described earlier (Lazar et al. 1997). Around

15 mg of MPD-crystallized material was transferred into a

3.2 mm rotor.

Solid-state NMR experiments

All spectra with the exception of the 3D N(co)CACB

spectrum were conducted on a Bruker Avance II 800 MHz

standard-bore spectrometer equipped with a commercial

(Bruker Biospin) 3.2 mm (1H, 13C, 15N) triple-resonance

probe. The N(co)CACB spectrum was measured on a

Bruker Avance III 850 MHz wide-bore spectrometer

equipped with a commercial (Bruker Biospin) 3.2 mm (1H,

X, Y) triple-resonance probe. MAS rates of 20 kHz and

21 kHz were employed for experiments at 800 MHz and

850 MHz, respectively. The probe temperature was set to

-25 �C resulting in an effective sample temperature of

Fig. 4 Strip plot of different 3D

experiments showing the

sequential walk for the amino

acid stretch E24-I30. All the

spectra are presented in red

(positive signals) and blue

(negative signals)
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about 0 ± 2 �C as measured by the temperature-dependent

water proton resonance (Boeckmann et al. 2009). Typical

radiofrequency strength of proton, carbon and nitrogen

hard pulses was 83.3, 50 and 35.7 kHz, respectively.

SPINAL-64 heteronuclear decoupling during isotropic

chemical shift evolution was applied on the proton channel

with an RF strength of 78 kHz. CW decoupling with an RF

strength around 75 kHz was applied during SPECIFIC-CP,

BSH-CP and DREAM recoupling. Detailed parameters for

all 3D experiments are supplied in Table 1.
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